S H A R O N C O R E h o m eg ro w n

MUSÉE:

MUSÉE: You were trained as a painter. When did

you photograph yourself. You literally create these im-

photography become your preferred medium?

ages from scratch. Why do you consider the homegrown
and homemade element so essential to your process?

SHARON:

SHARON CORE:

MUSÉE: Some have associated your work with ap-

propriation art, but this doesn’t seem to accurately
represent your process. How would you describe
what you do?
SHARON:
MUSÉE: When did you become interested in repre-

senting the techniques and traditions of painting in
the context of photography?
SHARON:

ity for a photograph.
MUSÉE: In essence, your works are the inverse of
MUSÉE: Let’s talk a little about your background.

trompe l’oeils, striving for the illusion of painterliness rather than the illusion of reality. What do you

Was there a particular artist or piece that inspired you?

think is revealed in this reversal?

SHARON:

SHARON:

in a maga

MUSÉE: Speaking of illusion, the illusory seems to be

a common thread in your work—going back to your
Thiebaud series and your early work photographing
pigs’ ears to look like roses. What is it about illusion

MUSÉE: Your series 1606-1907 tracks and painstak-

that you like to explore? What do you want to get out

ingly recreates three centuries of painting. What was

of the audience besides the optical trick?

the research process like?

SHARON:

SHARON:

MUSÉE: Were still lifes always your artistic focus?

What is it about the genre that speaks to you?
Sea of Poppies
SHARON:
MUSÉE: What were some of the biggest challenges

you encountered creating this series?
SHARON:

MUSÉE:

Raphaelle Peale, and what compelled you to create a

MUSÉE: This is our women’s issue, and we want to

series mimicking his work?

talk about the experience of being a woman in the
art world. What has your experience been like? Were

SHARON:

there any challenges you faced breaking into art as

William Harnett and the Trompe l’Oeil Still Life at the

a woman?
SHARON:

MUSÉE: What’s next for you?
SHARON:
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